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Abstract
Background
We sought to characterize the perspectives of participants in
Canada’s phase I/II chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency
(CCSVI) clinical trial prior to and after the disclosure of trial results.

Methods
This was a researcher-administered survey of individuals who partici-
pated in Canada’s CCSVI trial (Clincialtrials.gov, NCT01864941)
about their (1) motivations for participating, (2) understanding of the
trial process, and (3) perspectives on the social value of the trial.

Results
A total of 63 participants completed the survey. Participants were motivated to participate by
altruism (mean score = 4.56 out of 5) and a desire to access the intervention in Canada (mean
score = 3.63 out of 5). Many participants expected medical benefits, such as partial disease
reversal (mean score = 3.32 out of 5). Participants felt strongly that the crossover trial design
promoted fairness (mean score = 4.65 out of 5). Participants’ familiarity with the CCSVI
controversy increased significantly after the results were revealed (p = 0.0001). Despite negative
trial results, participants still felt that the trial was an appropriate use of tax dollars (mean score =
4.68 out of 5). Many (38%) upheld the belief that further CCSVI research is necessary
(responses of 4 out of 5 or higher).

Conclusions
There is a strong movement in science today to ensure that research agendas reflect the
perspectives of multiple stakeholders, including research participants. While previous work
suggests that negative findings adversely affect trust in science, the perspectives of participants
in this study demonstrate that good trial design and resilience can prevail over expected
tensions.

Investments in experimental interventions for neurologic disease over recent years have led to
many advances in scientific knowledge and therapeutic approaches.1–3 When new advances
suggest the prospect of a cure, they naturally bring hope to patient communities that face
debilitating disease. Negative findings in trials investigating potential interventions for neu-
rodegenerative disease such as hyperbaric oxygen for multiple sclerosis (MS) in 1987 and
lithium for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis in 2013 are examples of ideas promoted with
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therapeutic promise that fell short of public hope.4,5 One of
the more recent examples of such a trajectory is that of
chronic cerebrospinal insufficiency (CCSVI).

The CCSVI intervention became a focus for MS when a small
study suggested that an angioplasty-like procedure could re-
verse the symptoms of the disease.6 Despite studies that refuted
the validity of this hypothesis, support for the intervention
persisted in patient communities across NorthAmerica.7–9Due
to immense public pressure, the Canadian Institutes of Health
Research convened an expert panel to deliberate on the avail-
able evidence for CCSVI and recommended that a phase I/II
interventional trial be funded.9,10 A total of 104 participants
with narrowed jugular or azygos veins received the CCSVI
intervention and were monitored using various cognitive and
functional tests.11 This trial ultimately showed no significant
difference in safety or efficacy outcomes at week 48.12

Given the simultaneous scientific controversy and public
pressure to access the CCSVI intervention, this was an un-
precedented time in the history of Canadian health research.
We captured it as a unique opportunity to study the views and
motivations of participants in the trial.

Methods
Study protocol and participants
We conducted an interviewer-administered survey over the
phone with participants of Canada’s CCSVI clinical trial
(Clinicialtrials.gov, NCT01864941). Three of the 4 clinical
sites (Vancouver, Winnipeg, and Montreal) participated and
received ethics approval. Participants who had agreed to be
recontacted about future research were approached in person
at a trial follow-up visit or over the phone about participation in
the survey. The researchers made clear that participation was
independent of the main clinical trial and voluntary. Interested
participants were given consent forms and were scheduled to
complete two 20-minute surveys over the phone. The first
survey was administered between December 7, 2016, and
March 6, 2017. The second study was administered between
March 7, 2017, andMay 5, 2017, after the preliminary results of
the CCSVI trial were sent to study participants via email from
the research group (appendices e-3 and e-4, links.lww.com/
CPJ/A30), reported at an international scientific conference,
and featured on mainstream news and social media.

Survey design
We created survey questions based on previous literature
investigating the perspectives of research participants in
clinical trials.13–15 A patient representative and experts in
neurology, ethics, and clinical trial design curated the sur-
vey tool (appendix e-1, links.lww.com/CPJ/A30). A total
of 10 questions and 29 subquestions were used, and all
responses were recorded on a 1–5 Likert scale (e.g., 1:
strongly disagree, 2: disagree, 3: neither agree nor disagree,
4: agree, 5: strongly agree). The survey probed participants

about their (1) motivations for participating, (2) un-
derstanding of the clinical trial process, and (3) per-
spectives on the social value of the CCSVI trial. We also
elicited demographic data about sources of information
about CCSVI, education, and annual household income.
Additional demographic information was obtained from
data linked with the original clinical trial.

Statistical analyses
Mean participant response on the 1–5 scale was calculated
for all questions at both survey time points. Statistical dif-
ferences between surveys before and after results reveal were
determined by calculating the mean and SD of responses and
using paired t tests. We evaluated the correlation between
responses to questions in the survey by determining the
Pearson R coefficient. All p values were 2-sided and were
considered significant if p < 0.05. Statistical analyses were
completed using GraphPad Prism 7. Results are presented in
the text as mean ± SD.

Standard protocol approval, registrations, and
participant consent
This study was approved by the University of British Co-
lumbia Clinical Research Ethics Board (H12-01153), Uni-
versity of Manitoba Behavioural Research Ethics Board
(HS18301), and the Université de Montréal Research
Ethics Board (2013–3212). All participants provided writ-
ten informed consent. The trial identification number is
NCT01864941 (Clinicialtrials.gov).

Data availability
Anonymized data not published within this article will be
made available by request from any qualified investigator.

Results
Out of the 104 participants in Canada’s CCSVI clinical trial, 10
participants were excluded as one trial site did not administer
the survey. For the remaining 3 centers, 63 participants com-
pleted the survey before and after results reveal giving an overall
response rate of 67% (figure 1). Due to time constraints, 14
participants could not complete survey 1 before preliminary
results were announced on March 7, 2017. Demographic data
for the cohort are summarized in the table.

Overall, we found few significant differences in survey responses
between survey 1 and 2. Therefore, unless otherwise noted, we
report mean response values exclusively for survey 1. The full

Participants were primarily motivated

to participate in the trial to advance

understanding or treatment of MS.
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dataset for all questions at both time points can be found in
appendix e-2 (links.lww.com/CPJ/A30).

Expectations and motivations
Participantswere primarilymotivated to participate in the trial to
advance understanding or treatment ofMS (4.56± 0.69). Desire
to access the procedure in Canada was also a prominent mo-
tivation (3.63 ± 0.32). Participants expected some degree of
medical benefit. Indeed, 63.3% agreed (selected either a 4 or 5
on the 1–5 scale) that they expected that the intervention would
slow down their disease and 53.3% expected partial disease
reversal. These results were obtained even though the trial
consent form stated the goals were to investigate the safety and
tolerability of the CCSVI procedure and included the following
language regarding potential benefits: “There have been un-
documented reports that some (we do not know how many)
patients benefited from the vascular procedure. It could be the

treatment benefit, if it exists, only helps symptoms rather than
curing MS. The mechanism is unknown.”

Few participants expected that the intervention would pro-
vide a cure (4.8%) or have no effect on their disease course
(15%) (figure 2A). There was variability in whether or not
participants’ expectations of medical benefit from the trial
were met (3.32 ± 1.4) (figure 2B). The data demonstrate
a positive correlation between reported motivations to par-
ticipate in the trial for the advancement of knowledge about
MS (R = 0.289, p = 0.02) and expectations of medical benefit.

Understanding the clinical trial process
Participants reported that the trial was explained to them
thoroughly (4.70 ± 0.50) and that they understood the trial
process (4.60 ± 0.55). Participants also agreed that the use of
2 procedures in the crossover trial were necessary to generate

Figure 1 Recruitment flow chart

*Cutoff date for survey 1 was March 7, 2017, as this was when preliminary
results of the study were announced.
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credible results (4.57 ± 0.67), an appropriate trade-off for
credible science (4.59 ± 0.73), and promoted fairness in the
trial (4.65 ± 0.63). There was an increase (p = 0.0001) in
participants’ familiarity with the controversies surrounding
the CCSVI procedure before (2.65 ± 1.47) and after the
results reveal (3.62 ± 1.41) (figure 2C). Of those familiar
with the controversies, the decision to partake or continue to
participate in the trial was minimally discouraged by the
surrounding controversies (1.41 ± 0.87, n = 44) (figure 2C).

Perspectives on the social value of the
CCSVI trial
Participants largely felt encouraged (4.21 ± 0.90) to partici-
pate in future research studies given their experience in the

CCSVI clinical trial (figure 3). The degree to which partic-
ipants felt that important scientific knowledge would be
gained as a result of the trial decreased (p = 0.025) when
comparing perspectives before (4.16 ± 0.87) and after (3.81
± 1.16) the results reveal. Participants felt strongly that the
CCSVI trial was an appropriate use of taxpayer money (4.68
± 0.59). Indeed, 75% responded that it was “absolutely ap-
propriate” (5 out of 5 on scale). The cohort was roughly
evenly divided about the need for further CCSVI research as
57% responded that further research was needed to some
extent (2.95 ± 1.44) (figure 3).

Discussion
We sought to characterize the perspectives of participants
about their involvement in Canada’s CCSVI clinical trial.
Prior studies have reported on the perspectives of indi-
viduals with MS who obtained the intervention abroad
through unregulated routes such as medical tourism.16 This
study examines perspectives of those who participated in
a regulated clinical trial, both prior to and after the dis-
closure of negative results. The most prominent differences
between the prereveal and postreveal of the results were an
unsurprising increase in familiarity with the controversy
given the media coverage and a decrease in how strongly
participants felt scientific knowledge would be gained from
the CCSVI trial. Despite negative results, participants be-
lieved that initial investment in the CCSVI trial was
justified.

Have we learned lessons from this episode in neurologic
science? We suggest that there are indeed a number of im-
portant take-home messages about motivation to participate,
the impetus for access, disclosure, and resilience.

Motivation to participate
Like other studies that have shown that altruism is a domi-
nant motivator for clinical trial enrollment, participants in
this study were similarly motivated by aspirational benefits,
such as advancing the understanding or treatment of
MS.17–22 Many also expressed that they were motivated by
access to the procedure in Canada, and expected some de-
gree of direct medical benefit. Therapeutic misconception,
or the conflation of goals of research (to produce knowl-
edge) with those of medical care (to provide treatment), is
hardly unusual in clinical research.23–29 It is important

Table Participant demographics

Demographics Participants
(n = 63)

Female, % 65.1

Age, y, mean 53.8

Time since diagnosis, y, mean 15.4

Taking at least 1 disease-modifying
therapy, %

43

Type of MS

RRMS 37

PPMS 5

SPMS 20

PRMS 1

Sources of information about CCSVI used
(1–5 scale), mean

Traditional media outlets 3.10

Social media 1.89

Healthcare providers 2.81

Other patients 2.13

Friends/family 1.89

Internet 2.81

Highest level of education

High school 16

Trade school 6

College 20

University (Bachelor’s) 16

Advanced degree (i.e., PhD, MSc) 5

Abbreviations: CCSVI = chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency; MS =
multiple sclerosis; PPMS = primary progressive multiple sclerosis; PRMS =
progressive-relapsing multiple sclerosis; RRMS = relapsing-remitting multi-
ple sclerosis; SPMS = secondary progressive multiple sclerosis.

Many participants were motivated to

enroll in the CCSVI trial because they

believed it was the only opportunity to

receive the intervention locally.
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to note that therapeutic misconception may undermine
informed consent if participants’ expectations do not align
with the goals of clinical research. Expectations for direct
medical benefit in this early-phase trial may have been

heightened by highly visible claims in the public sphere
about the efficacy of the CCSVI intervention and its avail-
ability out of country even while more skeptical discussions
were ongoing in the professional community.9,16,30,31

Figure 2 Expectations of medical benefits among participant’s in Canada’s chronic cerebrospinal venous insufficiency
(CCSVI) trial

(A) Degree of medical benefit expected by participants. (B) Degree to which expectations of medical benefit were met. (C) Familiarity with the controversy
surrounding CCSVI before and after results reveal (left bars, n = 63) and whether participation in the study was discouraged among participants who were
aware of the controversies before (orange bar on right, n = 44) and after (blue bar on left, n = 54) the results were revealed.

Figure 3 Perspectives of participants about the social value of Canada’s cerebrospinal venous insufficiency (CCSVI) clinical
trial

Participant perspective about whether (A) their experience in the CCSVI clinical trial encourages them to participate in future research; (B) important scientific
knowledge will be gained from the study; (C) the study was an appropriate use of taxpayer dollars; (D) further CCSVI research is necessary.
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The impetus for access
The impetus for access to the CCSVI procedure was par-
ticularly pronounced in the CCSVI context, and driven more
by pressure from patient communities than by scientific ev-
idence.32 Public demand to access developing bio-
technologies is evident through a surge in medical tourism
and new initiatives to promote compassionate access plat-
forms though Right to Try legislation.33 As seen in the
present study, many participants were motivated to enroll in
the CCSVI trial because they believed it was the only op-
portunity to receive the intervention locally. Contemporary
reforms in clinical trial design reflect public priorities to
promote access to experimental interventions, and include
crossover studies, adaptive clinical trials, and combined
phase designs, among others.34,35 These alternative routes of
regulated access may reduce the number of adverse events
experienced by patients who choose to go abroad for
interventions—such as fatalities in the case of CCSVI pro-
cedure abroad—while promoting the utilitarian goal of
knowledge generation by way of clinical research.36,37

The crossover trial design utilized in the CCSVI clinical trial,
first described by Chassan38 and Grizzle,39 enabled all par-
ticipants to receive the experimental intervention rather
than an inert intervention as in placebo-controlled trials.
The downside of such a design, however, is that it exposes
participants to increased risk, requires lengthier and po-
tentially more burdensome research participation, and
increases research costs. Many studies have investigated
participant understanding and perspectives about tradi-
tional randomized clinical trials.40,41 Here, in the study of
participant perspectives about the use of a crossover trial
design, we find widespread acceptance among participants
of the associated trade-offs. In light of this finding, we
suggest that crossover trials may be a powerful approach to
trial design, especially where there is an immense desire for
access to a procedure.

Disclosure of scientific controversy
While the consent documents for the CCSVI trial articulated
the existence of studies that contradicted the CCSVI hy-
pothesis, the results suggest that many participants were
unfamiliar with the controversy. Clearly, one of the chal-
lenges of communicating science, especially in the context of
clinical trials, is that emotive forces may bias participants to
expect certain outcomes.12 Responsible communication is
not merely about filling deficits in knowledge, but also as-
suring that dialogue about interventions is balanced.42 The
media remains a prominent source of health information for
the public and has a profound effect on the discourse sur-
rounding emerging biotechnologies.42 In other fields of
nonpharmaceutical interventions for MS such as stem re-
search, recent evidence suggests the presence of more so-
cially responsible reporting by the media.43 Pentz et al.13

conducted a study on the understanding of participants be-
fore and after the informed consent form for a phase I cancer

clinical trial with substantial media attention, similar to
CCSVI, and report that only 33% correctly understood the
study goals. In addition, they report that the consent process
in a high-profile clinical trial only increased patient com-
prehension of purpose by 13%. Howe44 and Cohen et al.45

stipulate that even when participants are aware of a low
probability of benefit in phase I trials, the possibility of im-
provement still allows for the preservation of hope. Given
these challenges, future research may focus on how the dis-
closure of controversy during the consent process may in-
fluence participants’ involvement in clinical research.

Resilience
We interpret participants’ continued interest in participating
in future research after receiving both interventions and
negative trial results as resilience and an enduring support for
the scientific process. Participants’ involvement in the trial
was not discouraged by any knowledge of the controversies
surrounding CCSVI (figure 2C). Even after the results of the
trial were revealed, participants felt strongly that the financial
investment in the trial was an appropriate use of tax dollars
and that important knowledge had been gained from the
trial. These perspectives diverge from those of individuals
who did not pursue CCSVI interventions, and who instead
felt that funds could have been invested in other areas of
MS research with more scientific rigor, such as stem cell
research.46 Participants did not have a general consensus on
whether further CCSVI research is needed, and in fact some
felt strongly that further work is necessary. This divergence
among patients speaks to both the frustration and continuing
hope in the community.16,46

A number of limitations of the present study may have had an
effect on the results. First, initial survey responseswere collected
only after participants had already received both surgeries.
Surveying individuals prior to receiving any intervention might
have provided a more accurate indication of motivation to en-
roll in the CCSVI trial. Second, the trial results were announced
earlier than originally anticipated, limiting the number of par-
ticipants who could be surveyed. Finally, while researcher ad-
ministration of the survey allowed for opportunities to answer
participants’ questions and provide clarity, it may have also
introduced a social desirability bias.

Increasingly, efforts have been made to encourage the en-
gagement of multiple stakeholders, including research par-
ticipants, in the creation and governance of science.8 CCSVI
was not a triumph for this model. It is however a moment in
the history of neurology that highlights how civic engage-
ment can polarize expert and public opinions. The results of
this study may be generalizable to future examples of early-
phase research in neurologic science that receive consider-
able interest from the public. Past work would suggest that
diverging perspectives can produce an adverse effect on trust
in science and governing bodies.16 In the present context,
good trial design and the resilience of the MS community
prevailed over associated tensions.
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